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Historical EBF e-Environment themes
EBF has a long history of discussing e-data and data integrity challenges: 

Ø 2012 ELN workshop
Ø 2013 Workshop: defining raw data in regulated bioanalysis
Ø 2014 Workshop on e-Data: towards a common standard
Ø 2015 Workshop: generic data transfer agreement  
Ø 2015 Session: Going paperless
Ø 2016 Discussion on Harmonised implementation of OECD17 
Ø 2016 Session: e-Environment 
Ø 2017 Workshop: Approaches on implementing OECD17
Ø 2018 Session: e-Environment 
Ø 2018 Workshop: Data integrity with contributions from the MHRA
Ø 2019 Workshop: Building Common Understanding for Future System Solutions
Ø 2020 Workshop: Towards a vendor neutral secure bi-directional data transfer process
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Increased regulatory focus on Data Integrity 
Multiple guidelines with a Data Integrity focus have been issued and sent out for 
consultation the last few years.  
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Final guidelines Draft guidelines

MHRA issued
in 2018

OECD issued
in 2021

WHO draft for 
consultation (2020)

EMA draft for 
consultation (2021)



Vendor neutral data transfer solution  (LC/MS) 
. A secure, vendor neutral data transfer model was presented by a team of 
software developers / instrument vendors at the EBF OS in Nov 2020
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Proposal 
Worklist/result information is transferred as a vendor neutral XML file format. The 
proposed data model is flexible and scales beyond LC-MS workflows.

Replacing .txt files with digitally signed .xml files

Improved data security
The need for any manual 
and time-consuming quality-
control steps to mitigate the 
DI risks is removed by 
signing the XML file with a 
digital signature
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SOLUTION 
- Data transfer 

model prototype

Collect feedback 
Evaluate interest in 

vendor & lab 
community

IMPLEMENTATION
- In an authentic lab

environment
• This is no rocket science 

• Is there enough interest 
to go from prototype to 
implementation?

• Are there any early 
adopters? 

• Any additional vendors to 
come aboard? 

Build an awareness & 
understanding 

• Are we on the right track?
• Anything we’ve missed?



EBF e-environment team focus 2021 – the LBA workflows
Aim: to use the knowledge and experience from the LC/MS DI work to proactively 
investigate if additional platforms could benefit from a similar exercise and 
interaction with software developers to identify any DI gaps and increase DI.
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How: A deep dive into the LBA workflows
• Identify LBA platforms at risk 

• Which platforms may not meet health 
authorities’ data integrity expectations? 

• Map out the LBA workflows 
• Are there any common DI gaps?
• What additional complexity to consider?
• Can a common standard be agreed?

• Map out the key software/instrument vendors
• to initiate the dialogue around current gaps 

and possible solutions 



Data Integrity feedback exercise
Aim: Summarise positive and constructive DI feedback on the most commonly 
used instrumentations and software to facilitate in a future constructive and relevant 
dialogue with the individual software developers and instrument vendors;
• MSD Discovery Workbench (MSD)
• GyroLab platforms (Gyros Protein Technologies)
• SoftmaxPro (Molecular Devices)
• Magellan (Tecan)
• Watson LIMS (ThermoFisher)

How: The key aspects of data integrity has been considered:
• Data transfers between systems
• User access levels
• Audit trails
• Archiving of study data 
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Form the basis for a ‘wish list’ 
and to building the ‘ideal 
system’ from a DI perspective.



In the ’ideal’ instrumentation/software there’s ….
• Data storage and transfer 

‒ Data transfer in a secure file format 
‒ A direct interface to and from LIMS or at least a “standard output format” that can be used 

as a template for any LIMS
‒ Flexibility within database to be able to select what files to export 
‒ Possibility to export and re-import raw data into database
‒ Database for file storage

• User access levels
‒ Built-in application account
‒ Lock options at several stages
‒ Data and user management within a database 

• Audit Trail 
‒ Full audit trail available and within a database (not file based)
‒ A more extensive system audit trail filter

• Archiving of study data 
‒ An opportunity to archive individual parts of the database
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Aim: to collect feedback from the EBF core community to 
ensure that the key DI topics, identified by the team, is 
representative for the entire BioA/LBA community. 

No of responders to the FotP survey = 24
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EBF Finger on the Pulse Survey on DI



Q1. Which of the following topics do you see as a key 
priority from a LBA Data Integrity perspective
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Other being:
- Cloud services and 

vendor portals
- DI for immunogenicity

data
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Q2. Which of the following LBA software developers /instrument vendors 
would you like to see participate in a discussion around the Data Integrity 
challenges in the LBA workflows
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Other being:
- Quanterix (Simoa)
- LabWare (LIMS) 
- LabVantage (LIMS) 
- Sapio (LIMS) 
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FotP survey in summary
• The EBF core community is well aligned with the EBF e-environment team 

on the key priority Data Integrity topics in the LBA workflow 
‒ Prio 1 – Data transfers between systems
‒ Prio 2 – Audit trails
‒ Prio 3 - Archiving of study data 

• The key LBA software developers/instrument vendors, identified by the team for 
further engagement and discussions were also confirmed by the EBF core
community
‒ MSD
‒ Thermo Fisher and other LIMS vendors (such as LabVantage, Labware, 

Sapio) 
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EBF e-environment team welcome all vendors into the 
planned future dialogue
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Next steps
• Identify the ’channels’ for continued communication and 

dialogue

• Initiate the dialogue with instrument and software vendors to 
facilitate in new, improved DI features in the LBA 
workflows
‒ In line with the regulatory expectations
‒ Minimising manual and time consuming quality controls
‒ Identify any low hanging fruit for improved data integrity

• Identify similarities and differences in the LC/MS vs. LBA 
workflow challenges
‒ Learnings from LC/MS that can be applied also for LBA
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Thank you for your attention!

Ø Any questions?
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Contact Information

Questions: info@e-b-f.eu

European Bioanalysis Forum vzw 
www.e-b-f.eu
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http://www.e-b-f.eu/

